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Network downtime costs your company money. Any network problem requires an experienced
eye to quickly find the root cause of any problem, and that experience can be hard to find. The
quick resolution of any network problem saves modern businesses millions of pounds every year.
Eagle-Eyes is an appliance from Hinx Limited, a specialist provider of technical networking
services built on many years of experience that aims to speed up problem resolution – or even
predict and prevent problems from occurring.
Eagle-Eyes uses a hardened Linux server as its’ base, making the overall system immune to
many of the threats that network servers face. This server polls networking equipment regularly
to gather a wealth of status information from the network. There are two major differences
between Eagle-Eyes and a standard network management platform:
•

Knowledge of important network links (i.e. between switches or routers)

•

Alerting (email and/or text-message based) of only important events – or of a critical
combination of minor events that signal unusual failure.

•

Trending and auto-baselining – determining what is “normal” on a network and providing
an indication of when the traffic levels are outside of those “normal” parameters.

Eagle-Eyes offer the client several additional benefits: a web browser interface
that allows examination of all data held about the network’s operations and
health.
Having a base-line of information also allows for easy determination of “peaks”
to see where unusual activity is occurring and to determine what should
constitute an alert and what should not.
Hinx have used their many years collective expertise in troubleshooting networks to build a rulebase into the intelligent system to all but eliminate “false positives” and to use this valuable
monitoring tool to collate information about the network elements (switches and routers).
Eagle-Eyes does not monitor the health of servers or printers (although it can be configured to do
so), it is intended as a best-in-class network monitoring tool.
Passive Monitoring Server
The Eagle-Eyes service uses a passive monitoring server, which is located in the client’s network.
This server gathers SNMP information about the network, collecting basic information on CPU
usage, key network link usage and other metrics from the networking hardware.
These simple statistics are collated in a database on the server, and presented on graphs
showing the statistics over time with various timescales. The server collects statistics every 5
minutes, by examining many SNMP variables in the networking equipment.
A “Top talkers” database is maintained automatically,
collating information from 9 important metrics from
every router or switch port in the network, holding
baseline trend information for immediate recall – so
you can instantly see any ports that are exhibiting
atypical behaviour.
All collated information can be viewed using a simple
web browser, available from anywhere on the
internal network. All pages can be passwordprotected so that only IT staff may view privileged
information.
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Where the network is being maintained by both internal and external resources, a change control
system must be followed to ensure that all parties involved are aware of changes. Outages may
have to be planned, or emergency action taken. In either case, change control procedures must
be followed to ensure that the network is in a known state.
Even the smallest change to the network can have critical impact, and having a clear list of
changes is fundamental in being able to track such changes, including the individual responsible
for those changes.
The overall “health” of the network is an important metric. The time to bring in an expert eye is
when the first symptoms are seen. Having EagleEyes brings these alerts into sharp focus,
usually well before trouble is caused.
Alerts
The Eagle-Eyes system does much more than just monitor the network.
The system learns the behaviour and configuration of the network over
a period of time and can then send out email or even SMS alerts when
particular thresholds are exceeded.
This particular feature provides early warning of network problems. Any
spike in CPU utilisation (a common indicator of a network protocol
problem) will be instantly recognized by the alerting software and a
resultant alert will bring Hinx expertise into focus upon the problem
1
within minutes .
These alerts aim to provide IT staff with information, which can be acted on quickly.
Often these will indicate the areas for further investigation, and Hinx expert consultants
can often quickly diagnose these faults.
Hardened Server platform
The passive monitoring server runs Linux, hence is not prevalent to
Microsoft-biased network worm attacks. This server runs a suite of open
source software programs known collectively as “EagleEyes”. EagleEyes is
a passive software system that will contain configuration information about
the network, including all network switches, routers and the firewall(s).
1 Depends on service contract and may require Safe Hands subscription

Vendors covered
At present Eagle-Eyes is focused around the industry-leader, Cisco
Systems, although other vendors will be incorporated.
Other vendors considered for future incorporation include:
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Additional Modules
EagleEyes doesn’t just keep track of your network, it provides an invaluable “what happened
recently” archive for experts to view – which can dramatically reduce the amount of time taken to
pinpoint and fix networking problems. The following modules are planned for release during
2006:
Network Inventory –

keeping track of the serial numbers and versions of all your networking
infrastructure equipment, including modular switches and routers.

Syslog server –

providing a central repository for all logged error messages from the
networking infrastructure; logs are auto-archived and rotated monthly;
all viewable from the web interface.
hold your software images in one place, alongside all of your network
infrastructure configuration files. View these (password-protected) via
the web browser.
get infrastructure configurations regularly and check against the last
known config; highlight any changes; major changes are provided as
an alert (email or SMS).
groups devices by location, providing automatic maps showing
connection by key network links.
analyses broadcast levels passing the appliance, generating a baseline
of “normal” activity – alerting when levels exceed this or when
unexpected devices broadcast on the network.

TFTP server –

ConfigWatch (future) –

Auto-map (future) –
Storm Detect (future) –

About Hinx Limited
Our clients use Hinx Limited because we are recognized as experts in our
field. Our expertise is in design and implementation of complex data and
voice networks, utilising modern Quality of Service mechanisms to deliver to
clients’ expectations.
Hinx have two full-time consultants, each of whom hold the highest
networking accreditation, Cisco Certified Internetworking Expert. This
qualification takes time and dedication to achieve, as well as the allHinx Limited
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important experience. Both consultants worked for Cisco for over 8 years, and together they
have 30+ years of data communications and 7 years of voice communications experience.
Here’s what our clients have to say about us:
“Hinx have never let us down and have the expertise we need”, IT & Network Manager,
Windrush Frozen Foods Limited
“Their standard of documentation is impeccable – which makes a real difference to the
standard of support we receive”, IT Manager, Raymarine UK PLC
“The project ran really smoothly – [Hinx] arranged everything for us”, IP & Data
Architecture Manager, Cable & Wireless PLC.
For more details of any of Hinx services, consult our website http://www.hinx.com, call our sales
office on 01962 886 174 or email sales@hinx.com
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